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A. Mirror the storage spaces of each client partition using NPIV 
B. Use external storage on the hosting partition and multipath I/O 
C. Create a second hosting partition and use adapter-level mirroring in the client 
partitions. 
D. Mirror IBM i hosting partition to a second hosting partition, using the split 
backplane feature 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 64 
Which process can be automated using the "schedule operations" function of the 
HMC? 

A. Dynamic reconfiguration (DLPAR) 
B. Operating system PTF load and apply 
C. Run a backup of data in a logical partition 
D. Perform a concurrent managed system firmware update 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 65 
Which of the following is one of the benefits provided by the integrated storage 
management capability of IBM i? 

A. Eliminates the need to reorganize DB2 objects 
B. Removes the requirement for redundant disk cache 
C. Provides disk protection such as RAID-5, RAID-6, Hot-Spare or Mirroring 
D. Allows for quick adaptation of new storage innovations such as Solid State Drives 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 66 

Which of the following configurations will require an HMC? 


A. POWER7+740 
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Five IBM i 7.1 LPARs 
Full Enterprise Enablement feature 
B. POWER7+720 
IBM i LPARs 
On/Off Capacity on Demand 
C. POWER7+710 
IBM i 7.1 LPARs 
One Enterprise Enablement feature 
D. POWER7+730 
Four IBM i 7.1 LPAR 
Full Enterprise Enablement feature 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 67 

A customer has an IBM i host partition with 3 IBM i client partitions. All client 

partitions only perform their full system backups using a shared LTO-5 tape drive. 

Which of the following is a valid consideration in this environment? 


A. Backups will be stacked on the tape. 
B. Media and Storage Extensions is required on the client partitions. 
C. In a Disaster Recovery scenario, recovery will be one partition at a time. 
D. Sufficient disk on the host partition is required to buffer backups when two 
partitions are using the tape drive simultaneously. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 68 
Which of the following is a value proposition for Power Systems and IBM i as 
published in a recent International Technology Group study? 

A. Lower overall 3 year costs than an x86 solution with Windows and SQL server. 
B. Server costs are higher but have lower support costs than an x86 server solution. 
C. Licensing costs are higher but implementation is faster than a Windows Server 
solution. 
D. Software maintenance costs are higher but operating system upgrade costs are 
lower than on an x86. 
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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 69 
An IBM i customer would like to use external storage but has no desire to implement 
VIO Server. Which of these IBM Systems Storage products is a valid choice to 
support this customer's requirements? 

A. XIV 
B. DS8870 
C. DS4800 
D. DS3400 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 70 
A customer wants to replace their single-partition POWER5 system with a POWER7 
system that will run 2 IBM i partitions. What is needed in order to transfer the IBM 
Licensed Program Products? 

A. A proof of entitlement 
B. The original POWER5 system invoice 
C. A software maintenance contract for the POWER7 system 
D. The license key of the license program from the POWER5 system 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 71 
When moving from a POWER5 server with IBM i V5R4 to a Power 720, which of 
the following can be transferred? 

A. Licensed Program Products 
IBM i processor license and user entitlements 
B. IBM i user entitlements Licensed Program Products  
C. License keys 
Licensed Program Products  
D. IBM i processor license Licensed Program Products 
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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 72 

Why would a customer install an IBM i Technology Refresh?
 

A. To support new hardware or new function at IBM i 7.1 
B. To support new hardware or new function at IBM i 6.1 
C. To support new hardware or new function at IBM i 7.1 and 6.1 
D. To support new hardware or new function at IBM i 7.1,6.1 and V5R4 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 73 
What part of PowerHA for i can ensure that objects such as device descriptions and 
user profiles in *SYSBAS are consistent on all machines participating in the cluster? 

A. Tower-level clustering 
B. Administrative domains 
C. Loop-level device domains 
D. Independent ASP (iASP) redirect 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 74 

What native feature of IBM i supports logical replication and high availability?
 

A. Remote journals 
B. Remote disk mirroring 
C. Remote ASP configuration 
D. Remote system management 

Answer: A 
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